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GDP and beyond: main challenges







The Dutch experience: 
a conceptual measurement system



• Which is conceptually sound.

• Links to important (global) policy initiatives.

• Informs governments, industrial enterprise and civil 
society how to shape the transition agenda’s towards a 
more sustainable world (fit for purpose).

• Is adaptive to new policy needs and uses

• Is flexible to suit regional differences

Arriving at a GDP and Beyond standard?



An international
measurement framework

CES Recommendations: 

outcome of UNECE/European 
Commission/OECD Task Force 
(with World Bank and ten 
statistical agencies)



“Well-being concerns 
the quality of life here 
and now as well as the 

extent to which this 
quality is achieved at 
the expense of future 

generations or of 
people in other 

countries”
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Visualising the indicator set











Integrating the system with SDG’s



• Embracing the UN SDG agenda.

• Adding indicators specifically relevant for the Dutch 
policy context.

• Enriching SDG monitoring with the “here and now”, 
“later” and “elsewhere” dimensions.

• Using a typology of indicators (input-throughput-
outcome) which may enhance policy evaluations in 
terms of effectiveness and efficiency.

SDG-plus monitoring





The Dutch experience: 
policy implementation, use and 

challenges ahead





Ex post analysis:

• Monitoring at national level (6th edition)

• Regional monitoring for municipalities, including the 
Caribbean Islands.

• Annually presented at Accountability debate in 
Parliament (3rd Wednesday in May)

• Increasingly used in political debate and policy.

Monitoring of wellbeing and SDGs I
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Ex ante analysis:

─ New development: wellbeing and SDG factsheets for 
each of the Ministries (link with budget, strong 
support from Ministry of Finance)

─ Steadily growing as (a new) basis for policy evaluation 
(by other (government) agencies)

- e.g. development of a tool (Policy Compass) to 
evaluate new policy measures.

Monitoring of wellbeing and SDGs II



Importance of solid conceptual basis of measurement 
system and indicator system on wellbeing, with three 
dashboards:

- Present wellbeing

- Future wellbeing (sustainability)

- Inclusive wellbeing (distribution of wellbeing 
within and between countries)

Investment has proven its value added



1. How to use (existing) economic, environmental and 
socio-demographic accounting systems in order to 
describe how indicators are related

-> tracking potential trade offs and synergy effects.

2. Elsewhere/Inclusive dimension. Global consultation 
through regional commissions on themes and 
indicators to be included?

3. Increasing sets of indicators and (the development of) 
composite indexes (for communication purposes)

(UNNES) Challenges ahead
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Thanks you for your attention/ Questions?
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